ULTRA HIGH DEF FOR ULTRA HIGH EXPECTATIONS.

Logitech® delivers our best ever webcam with 4K UHD and 5X zoom for truly amazing video quality. BRIO’s 4K image sensor is a next-generation powerhouse that enables 5X digital zoom, high frame rates and multiple resolutions to optimally support any compute/network environment. Logitech’s RightLight™ 3 with HDR helps you look your best in any illumination, from low light to direct sunlight. Advanced Logitech optics deliver razor-sharp video resolution with autofocus and multiple FOV options – 65°, 78°, and 90°. BRIO is also packed with extras, including support for infrared-based facial recognition to strengthen login security, works with Microsoft Cortana®, supports multiple connection types (including USB 3.0 and Type C), and provides the freedom to mount the camera wherever it works best – LCD screen, notebook, or tabletop – with the removable clip or embedded tripod thread.
Logitech BRIO

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Ultra HD 4K image sensor
Supports multiple resolutions, including 4K (Ultra HD) @ 30 fps, 1080p (Full HD) @ 30 or 60 fps and 720p (HD) @ 30, 60, or 90 fps to best support the quality offered by your application and monitor.

RightLight™ 3 with HDR
Look your best in any lighting environment, from low light to direct sunlight or high contrast.

Ultra-secure login with infrared sensor
Infrared technology supports facial recognition for advanced security with Windows Hello™ or other facial recognition software.

5X digital zoom
Need a closer view of fine details? Zoom in and move around your scene with precision using Logitech or in-app controls.

Expansive field of view
Adjust your field of view from 90° to show more of your setting or include more people—or narrow the scope to 65° or 78° for more focused communication.¹

Razor-sharp optics with autofocus
Enhance face-to-face collaboration. BRIO is the next best thing to physically being there. Advanced Logitech autofocus lens technology delivers remarkable video quality with superb resolution, speed, fluidity, color balance, and detail.

Certified for Business
Business-grade certifications² mean you can launch your next presentation or video meeting with complete confidence.

Omni-directional microphones
Two omni-directional microphones with noise cancellation provide business-class audio performance. Mics even work with Microsoft® Cortana®.

Multiple mounting options
Freedom to mount the camera wherever it works best – LCD screen, notebook, or tabletop – by using the removable clip or embedded tripod thread. Clip is adjustable to fit a variety of screens.

Plug-and-play USB connectivity
Easily connects to PC, Mac® and Chrome™ devices with no additional software required.

Privacy shade
Switch to privacy mode in an instant with the privacy shade.

Multiple connection types
Enjoy the flexibility of USB 2.0, 3.0 or Type C connections.

Custom carrying case
Take your show on the road. The custom carrying case features separate compartments for the camera and detachable clip/cable to conveniently transport BRIO wherever your travels take you.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

BRIO
Price: $ 249.99
Part # 960-001105
UPC: 097855127204

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Windows 7, Windows 8.1, or Windows 10
Mac OS X® 10.7 or higher
Google Chromebook™ Version 29.0.1547.70, Platform 4319.79.0 with:
  2.4 GHz Intel® Core 2 Duo processor
  2 GB RAM or more
  Hard drive space for recorded videos
  USB 2.0 port (USB 3.0 ready)

SOFTWARE DOWNLOADS
Designed to work with the built-in operating system USB video-class driver
Optional Camera Settings App provides:
  Adjustable field of view
  Camera image settings
  Pan, tilt and zoom
  Integrated background replacement labs project, powered by Personify
  To download visit: www.logitech.com/support/brio

CERTIFICATIONS
Certified for Skype® for Business¹, Windows®, Mac, and Microsoft Windows Hello™ certified

INSIDE THE BOX
Webcam camera, removable clip, and USB 3.0 cable (compatible with USB 2.0 and Type C)

COMPATIBILITY
UVC/plug-and-play compatible
Works with Cortana
Cisco Jabber™ and WebEx® compatible

WARRANTY
3-year limited hardware

www.logitech.com/BARIO
To order, contact your reseller or call us at 866-661-5644
Published December 2016

¹ Requires software download.
² Certified for Skype for Business, Cisco Jabber® and WebEx® compatible.
³ See www.logitech.com/ciscocompatibility for the latest version.
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